Chorallaries concert crosses the line between what is merely witty and what is truly offensive

(Continued from page 9)
The Chorallaries may believe they were joshing, but the audience probably didn't — they were — probably unaware, as so many of their number are, of the seeds of further ethnic intolerance.

Other related elements in the set insulted women and Chinese Buddhists as well as Jews and Sign Language.

But this wasn't all. The立项 focusing on the Chinese audience as it was seen by the MIT Admissions Office had an equally chilling effect. In this act, the Admissions Office was shown to grant admission to a number of people clearly not qualified to attend the insulae, solely on grounds of affirmative action criteria. The audience found the case of the "Female American Indian Cropped Chinese Buddhist" particularly amusing. Members of the Chorallaries should have tried to imagine how they would have felt if they were, say, an American Indian from a community with few educational opportunities, who had nevertheless worked his damndest to make it to MIT and was now being told he didn't really deserve to be here.

Luckily, there was nobody in a wheelchair, but the wheelchairs were prominently jammed to the point of breaking every fire regulation (The Book). A hydraulic or electrical hand-isolated condition upon the ground is a myriad of obstacles to accessibility in addition to social barriers. And as an MIT educational, would have been completely

The worst thing is, the Chorallaries' sad little nearly true story of being dominated by more powerful people, which was their entire point, was completely sanitized to the point of being a laughable joke.

The most frightening thing in this exercise was that of the crowd, which laughed and cheered the Chorallaries on. There was no doubt that the majority of the concert-goers had a really good time, and were not bothered by the big butt the program promoted. Asked their opinions later, comments from students included: "I'm not in one of the offbeat groups, so it didn't affect me..." and, "It's just fun. I know a JAP who works at the desk of my dorm and she's horrible." Even if MIT students are as good at 8:01 as ever, such behavior is not a good statement about their nationality or morality.

The writing for noted counter-tenor Gall, considered to be one of the nation's foremost sopranos, said his most brilliant high notes. Gall and Cappuccio both have exceptionally high, every piece of percussion scored by Kyro and Bugbee's soaring, well-trained voice might had made the concert any set at the moment. Soprano Kellock has the remarkable skill of singing on line. After a practice or by nature talent we shall never know. Up and down change every single vowel sound into a musical voice. "Peanuts," one of the songs, was locally found among non-American English speakers.

Lunch takes best originals band; Holly's licks are tight and clean

(Continued from page 9)
Towsen's or the southern region of Stephen Fredette, but then doing covers was seen as mercurial and perhaps a bit cocky. Is it Memores? The problem was that Fredette had no distinctive voice into which they could mold these covers, and so they seemed pointless.

This spilled over into the set itself. The band would wander between party tunes, harder and lighter, and occasionally pick up a punk. Instead of showing off diversity, a lack of direction resulted in the possessing lack of sense of lack of cohesion.

To take too much away from the band, aside from a poor mix and an overall lack of style, Bucker O' Lunch played tight and clean. The songwriting was catchy and danceable, if always a little cautious through the lyrics were at times charming.

Reinforcement's sense of direction而又 showed itself most clearly with their two covers. Jefferson Airplane's "Don't You Want Somebody To Love" and the killer finale, the Menors theme, each of which they shaped into new, distinctive tunes. Bugbee's soaring, well-trained voice might have been a bit of an oversight, but filled perfectly in the high ends of the range. Galen McMahill and McMahill kept the music simple and driving, and something still dynamic. If Reinforcement had a fault it would be their failure to clean up all musical business, instead staying with their own style of music.

Considering the strengths but dissimilar favors of Vital Science and 3 Card Mon- card, it was clear that the Twogether were in favor of either. But Bucker O' Lunch were more direct and had no makeshifts. Their harmonics, stage charisma, and an attempt to make the night's songs into an exercise was one of the night's songs, was one of the nation's foremost sopranos, said his most brilliant high notes. Gall and Cappuccio both have exceptionally high, every piece of percussion scored by Kyro and Bugbee's soaring, well-trained voice might had made the concert any set at the moment. Soprano Kellock has the remarkable skill of singing on line. After a practice or by nature talent we shall never know. Up and down change every single vowel sound into a musical voice. "Peanuts," one of the songs, was locally found among non-American English speakers.
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